PRESENT WITH POWER
The hallmark of people with significant personal presence is that they are
themselves. Our courses are designed to equip you with professional
techniques, but also to help you discover, connect with, enhance and enjoy
your own personal, natural style.
To achieve your own powerful presence and easy authority we invite you
to work outside your comfort zones – using techniques from the world of
theatre, business and psychology – to build the required awareness and
skill set particular to you.

Outcomes –
what participants
can expect
• To understand how people think.
• How to shape content which connects
with your audiences.
• How freeing up attitudes and beliefs can
enhance performance.
• How to be a relaxed, persuasive
communicator.

We will show you how to increase your insight, awareness and
understanding of your personality style and how to profoundly and
persuasively connect with clients, colleagues and the media.
If you or your team need to shine this course is for you. From a two-hour
workshop to a two-day course we are here for you.
What clients have said about the work:

‘Everything I would have
wanted in one place,
even stuff I didn’t realise
I wanted.’

‘I wanted
more at the
end of the day.’

‘I was totally
switched on
and engaged
throughout.’

‘I found working
in a group really
enhanced the
experience for me.’

Deborah Clarke and Noa Maxwell have a background in the performing arts and theatre. As well as their theatrical roots, they have both
trained with Al Pesso and Lowijs Perquin in Pesso Boyden System Psychomotor (www.pbsp.com) – a mind and body method which uses
symbolic processes to create new memories that help resolve past emotional issues. They have also studied the Centaur method with
Sandy Cotter, a model which uses archetypal roles to help people gain insight into how personalities are formed.

Noa Maxwell
In 1999 Noa, a trained actor, decided to channel the skills from his successful television, film and
stage career into the coaching arena. Since then he has been in demand from clients in the UK,
USA and Asia, teaching them to harness their natural strengths to achieve authentic interaction,
whether in the context of presentations, media appearances, or simply one-to-one. Noa works
with clients across a wide range of business sectors.

Deborah Clarke
Deborah’s foundation is in theatre and arts development; having worked as an actor, theatre
director and artistic director, she then trained as a coach in 2002. Drawing upon her background
Deborah’s creative and innovative approach draws upon her background and has enabled her to
provide dynamic, effective and powerful training events and coaching programmes for a variety of
different clients.

Booking and contact
For more information or to book please contact
www.noamaxwell.com
Info@noamaxwell.com
Phone +44(0)20 7467 0432

Cost for 2 day course

£650+vat Corporate Organisations
£450+vat Individuals

Venue

The Ampersand. Harrington Rd, Kensington,
London SW7 3ER

Dates

Thursday 28 & Friday 29 September 2017

